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Origin of the Invention

The invention described herein was made in the performance of official duties by an employee of the Department of the Navy and may be manufactured, used, licensed by or for the Government for any governmental purpose without payment of any royalties thereon.

Field of the Invention

The invention relates to trigger assemblies or firing mechanisms for large caliber weapons equipped with spotting or range finding smaller caliber guns. The invention specifically relates to single trigger dual firing mechanisms requiring both a spotting rifle and a main weapon.

Background of the Invention

There are numerous multi-trigger or single trigger multi-barrel firing devices available. Typically, many of these devices relate to handguns and shotguns. It is desirable in a handheld rocket launcher/spotter rifle combination that both the main charge and the spotter rifle be fired by the same trigger using the same hand grips and weapon holding fixtures. The construction of current rocket launcher using spotting rifles requires that the spotting rifle be fired using a throw
type hammer while the rocket launcher requires a piston or plunger style hammer. The common firing mechanism capable of operating both types of hammers is desirable in weapons equipped with spotting or range finding guns. The firing mechanism should permit the gunner to select either weapon with minimal effort. What is needed is a single trigger operated double sear device, one sear operating a rotating hammer the other operating a sliding piston hammer. Typically, the desired mechanism should have a thumb selectable lever or control, thereby allowing the gunner to depress the control to change the function of the trigger from spotting rifle to main weapon.

Summary of the Invention

Accordingly, it is an object of the invention to provide a firing mechanism having one trigger which can be used to fire either the main round or the spotting round.

It is a further object of the invention to have a selectable firing mechanism for firing either main round or spotting round which is selected by pressing a selector level.

It is another object of the invention to provide a firing mechanism having a single trigger operating both a rotating throw type hammer and a sliding piston-type hammer.

It is yet another object of the invention to provide a firing mechanism which safes the weapon and prevents further
firing once the rocket round is expended.

The invention comprises a single trigger, dual firing mechanism having dual sears and dual hammers. The mechanism has a pivoting connector link, pivoted on the trigger with a horizontal pin. A selector bar causes the connector link to rotate to engage either the primary or secondary sear. Engagement of one sear locks the other sear and locks out the opposite hammer. When the selector is turned to engage the primary sear, the trigger moves the primary sear and allows the primary hammer to fall. When the selector knob in the opposite position, the secondary sear is operated allowing the secondary hammer to move. The primary hammer is a rotating type hammer. The secondary hammer is a piston type hammer.

Brief Description of the Drawings

The foregoing and other objects and advantages of the present invention will be more fully understood from the following detailed description and reference to the appended drawings wherein:

Fig. 1 shows the dual firing mechanism with the primary sear engaging the connector link;

Fig. 2 shows the operation of the primary sear;

Fig. 3 shows the primary hammer in the fully extended position;

Fig. 4 shows the connector link engaging the secondary
sear assembly;

Fig. 5 shows the secondary sear tripped; and

Fig. 6 shows the secondary hammer fully extended and preventing connector link engagement.

Detailed Description of the Invention

Referring now to FIG. 1, the overall combination of the single trigger dual firing mechanism, designated generally by the reference numeral 10 is shown with its major components. The dual firing mechanism is mounted inside frame 11 which encloses the primary hammer 13, primary sear 15, a connector link 17 which is attached to trigger 19. A selector bar 21, which by rotating an eccentric cam section, adjusts the connector link for engagement of either the primary sear 15 or the secondary sear 23. The secondary sear prop 25, secondary sear 23, and the secondary hammer 27 are all housed outside frame 11 in the stock (shown in FIG. 2) of the weapon, typically a spotting rifle. A key element of this invention is the pivoting connector link 17. The connector link 17 is pivotably mounted on the trigger by a horizontal pin 29. The primary sear 15 prevents the primary hammer 13 from rotating in a counterclockwise direction by catching the hammer on the lug 31. As the trigger 19 is pulled, connector link 17 slides into contact with a lug 33 on the primary sear 15. The connector link 17 is forced into contact with the lower
surface of the primary hammer at point 35 by the action of the connector link spring lever 37. Spring lever 37 is forced to rotate in a counterclockwise direction by the primary hammer spring 39. After contact between the connector link and the primary sear 15 is made at lug 33 further application of pressure to the trigger 19 will cause the sear to move counterclockwise out of contact with the primary hammer 13, allowing operation of the hammer. As depicted, the primary hammer 13 is a rotating type hammer of conventional design.

Referring now to FIG. 2, operation of the primary hammer can be seen. As trigger 19 is depressed, as depicted by arrow 41, sear 15 moves out of contact with the primary hammer 13 which begins to rotate in a counterclockwise direction as shown by arrow 42. For reference, the stock 18 of the spotter rifle is shown mounting the secondary firing mechanism.

Further operation of the primary hammer may be seen by referring to FIG. 3. In this figure, after the complete travel of trigger 19 the primary hammer 13 is in a fully extended position. The disconnector action of the pivoting connector link 17 is shown in this view where the tip 61 of the primary hammer 13 has caused the pivoting connector link to move in a downward direction as shown by arrow 63. In this position, the connector link 17 is no longer in contact with the primary sear 15. The sear 15 cannot rotate clockwise under the pressure of its spring (to re-engage the notch on
the primary hammer) until the hammer is recocked. In order for the connector to come in contact with the sear, force must be removed from the trigger. Releasing the trigger allows the connector link to move rearward and reengage the sear.

Referring now to FIG. 4, operation of the secondary sear and hammer can be seen where connector bar 21 is rotated, as shown in a clockwise direction. The connector link 17 is forced to rotate in a counterclockwise direction as shown by arrow 81. This rotation causes an engagement with the second sear prop 25 at lug position 82. A spring force, represented by arrow 83, is applied to the secondary hammer 27. The secondary hammer 27 is a plunger or piston type hammer which operates by sliding left and right in this depiction.

Referring now to FIG. 5, with the trigger 19 fully depressed, the sear prop 25 is pulled by the connector link 17 out of contact with the secondary sear 23, thereby allowing the secondary hammer 27 to force the secondary sear 23 to rotate clockwise (depicted by the rotation arrow 91) as it moves to the left.

Referring now to FIG. 6, the secondary hammer 27 is shown at the extent of its movement. The hammer nose 101 lies in a position to prevent connector link 17 from rotating clockwise under force from the connector link spring lever 37. In this position, the connector link 17 cannot engage either sear mechanisms. Further firing of the spotting rifle after firing
the main round is prevented by this sear location.

The benefits and novel features of the invention are numerous. A single trigger operates two separate hammer types necessary for firing either the spotter rifle or the main launcher tube. Selection between the weapons firing is accomplished by a simple depressible thumb selector. The mechanism allows repeated firing of the spotting rifle, but precludes further firing after the main munition is expended (until reloading the main munition).

Although the invention has been described relative to a specific embodiment thereof, there are numerous variations and modifications that will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art in the light of the above teachings. It is therefore to be understood that,  

the invention may be practiced other than as specifically described.
A single trigger dual firing mechanism having dual sears and dual hammers is provided. A pivoting connector link is mounted on a trigger with a horizontal pin. A selector bar causes the connector link to rotate to either engage the primary or secondary sear. Engagement of one sear locks the other sear and locks out the opposite hammer. When the selector turns and engages the primary sear then that sear is moved and the primary sear allows the primary hammer to fall. With the selector knob in the opposite position, the secondary sear is operated allowing the secondary hammer to move. The primary hammer is a swing type hammer. The secondary hammer is a piston type hammer. Both hammers operate from a single trigger using a thumb operatable selector bar.
FIG. 6